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Introduction
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Introduction
 Employment Cases ─
evidence generally falls
into 2 categories:
– Exhibits
– Witnesses
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Exhibits
 Select a few important
documents
 Demonstrative exhibits:
documents or other
visual aids created for
trial to assist jury in
understanding the
evidence can be
evidence,
essential in presenting
the employer’s
employer s themes
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General Strategy for Presentation
off Evidence
E id
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General Strategy for Presentation
of Evidence
 Limit the # of documents to those that are
absolutely necessary and can emphasize repeatedly
 Avoid duplication
p
of evidence
 Do not present any evidence or witness that is not
favorable to client and consistent with theme of the
case
 Insure that there is evidence to support every
essential factual & legal issue in the case, and rebut
opposing party’s
party s important evidence
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3 Costs Associated with Offering Evidence
Before a Jury
 Very act of introducing the
evidence influences the
weight the jury gives the
evidence
– The jury will minimize the
weight of evidence that you
offer unless it is harmful
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3 Costs Associated with Offering Evidence
Before a Jury
 Cost associated with the effort
needed to secure admission of
evidence or proof of position
–

The more difficult the effort, the
more it will adversely affect the
value of the evidence to the party
offering the evidence
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3 Costs Associated with Offering Evidence
Before a Jury
 The cost of over‐trying a
case
–

A jury will discredit stronger
testimony if the lawyer
offers duplicative evidence
on the same issue
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Direct Examination
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Direct Examination
 The point at which a
lawyer makes his/her case
 Testimony of parties’ own
witnesses
i
must provide
id
evidence to support each
element of the case
presented to the jury
 Also important to present
the evidence in an
effective way to assist in
convincing fact finder that
your client should prevail
15

Selecting Witnesses for Direct Examination
 Which witnesses & exhibits pertain to each factual
& legal issues addressed
 Avoid duplicative
p
testimonyy & use most effective
witness for each issue & exhibit
– Meet with witnesses for factual knowledge
g
– Practice cross‐examination questions if opposing party has
not deposed the witness
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Selecting Witnesses for Direct Examination
 Occupations, generally good:
– Sales employees typically good
witnesses
 Sales
S l presentation,
t ti
th
theme
off the
th
case is the product being sold
– Eye contact, body language, clear
organized language

– Managers & employees with more
experience in their jobs & higher
education levels make better witnesses
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Selecting Witnesses for Direct Examination
 Occupations, generally not‐so‐good:
– Technical types such as engineers &
computer experts & entrepreneurs
– High‐level
Hi h l l executives,
ti
particularly
ti l l in
i
large companies (not enough time)
– Presidents & CEOs – hard to control in
courtroom, may be resentful or even
antagonistic with opposing lawyer
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Selecting Witnesses for Direct Examination
 Importance of personality
 Best witnesses are not always
those that are first choice
– Example: secretary in arbitration
of dispute regarding
compensation due to terminated
executive
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Preparing the Witness
 Topic
p headings:
g q
question and
answer format
– Conveyy themes of the case,,
humanize client by showing difficult
decisions
– Each issue addressed from trial
brief?
– Check
h k testimonies off allll witnesses
against trial brief
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Preparing the Witness
 Meet with witness
– More important to have responses needed written down
than to have questions
– Then determine which questions elicit information needed

 Problem of sounding too formal or rehearsed
– Questions should be direct & nonlegalistic
– V
Very iimportant
t t ffor witness
it
t lilisten
to
t tto question,
ti
and
d
answer based on his/her factual knowledge
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Preparing the Witness
 Have as many witnesses hear other witnesses’
testimonies as possible
– Collective minds of witnesses into recalling exact nature &
timing of facts
– Not prudent to have ex‐employees attend because
attorney‐client
li
privilege
i il
may not cover meeting
i where
h
3rdd
parties are present
– Instead
Instead, summarize testimony of other witnesses for
nonemployee witness to promote consistency
– Caution: the “Rule”
Rule
22

Preparing the Witness
 To prevent courtroom
jitters:
– Visit the courtroom with the
witnesses before trial
– If trial going on, explain
what
h is
i happening
h
i
– If empty, have them sit in
witness chair & practice
testimony
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Presenting the Witnesses on Direct
Examination
 Call best witnesses first & last
– First: can explain the nature of employer’s business &
business conditions that led to adverse employment action
– Last: corporate representative who sits at counsel’s table
throughout trial

 Experts & weaker witnesses in the middle
 Important to help witnesses connect with arbitrator,
judge or jury
– Has to be authentic
authentic, or can undermine credibility of party
party’ss
case
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Redirect and Rehabilitation
 Unexpected events during cross‐
examination
 Serious situations: do not panic &
t to
try
t end
d ttestimony
ti
as soon as
possible
 Less serious: some redirect can
rehabilitate witness
 When plaintiff calls employer
employer’ss
witness as adverse witness:
– Present witness’s entire direct
testimony or only ask a few redirect
questions?
25
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Cross‐Examination
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Cross‐Examination
 Lawyers lose more cases on
cross‐examination than they
win
 Goal: minimize importance of
witness’s direct examination
& avoid presenting evidence
that supports opposing
party’ss case
party
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Cross‐Examination
 Pre‐trial preparation is crucial
 Employment cases especially: counsel should be
respectful
p
& concise
 Do not exaggerate
 Use words & language that jury can understand
 Avoid objectionable questions
 Can & should lead the witness in cross‐examination
(not permitted in direct)
28

Cross‐Examination
 Sources:
– deposition transcripts (condensed versions);
– documents (particularly those authored by the witness);
– affidavits or declarations, other statements under oath
((such as p
prior testimonyy in other cases or p
proceedings);
g)
and
– responses to particular admissions or interrogatories.

 Draft leading questions based on these documents
with specific
p
reference to the source to impeach
p
witness if inconsistent
29

The Goal of Cross‐Examination:
Control the Witness
 In the case of cross‐
examination, I typically do
not want the witness to
testify.
testif
 Controlling the information
elicited on cross‐examination
then is critical, or the witness
may cause even more
damage than occurred on
direct.
30

The Ten Commandments of
Cross Examination
Cross‐Examination
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The Ten Commandments of
Cross Examination
Cross‐Examination
1. Be Brief
2. Short Questions, Plain Words
3. Ask Only Leading Questions
4. Never Ask a Question to Which
You Do Not Already Know the
Answer
5. Listen to the Answer
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The Ten Commandments of
Cross Examination
Cross‐Examination
6. Do Not Quarrel with the
Witness
7. Do Not Permit the Witness to
Explain
8 Do Not Allow the Witness to
8.
Repeat Testimony Given on
Direct Examination
9. Avoid One Question Too Many
10. Save the Explanation for
Summation
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Asking Appropriate Questions
 Leading questions – questions that suggest an answer
– “You were an employee at will, weren’t you?”

 To control witness, should not:
– ask any question that contains more than one new fact, and it should
contain as few words as possible excluding the leading phrase
– use phrases such as “you testified on your direct examination that
that…””
– include a modifier or generalization in the leading question:
 “You
You got into a loud argument with your supervisor
supervisor, right?”
right?
 “You always showed up late on Mondays, didn’t you?”
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Asking Appropriate Questions:
Better to Create a “Word
Word Picture”
Picture in Minds of Jurors:
Q. You did not have a written employment contract, did you? A. No.
Q You were not employed for any specific period of time,
Q.
time were you?
A. No.
Q. You received an employee handbook at the time of your hire, correct?
A. Yes.
Q. You signed an acknowledgment form for that handbook, right? A. Yes.
Q That acknowledgment form indicated that you understood you were an
Q.
employee at will, isn’t that right (showing the witness the
acknowledgment if necessary)? A. Yes.
Q. The
h h
handbook
db k h
had
d a policy
li that
h described
d
ib d the
h company’s
’ at‐will
ill policy,
li
isn’t that right? A. Yes.
Q. That policy indicates that all employees were employees at will and
could be terminated at any time for any reason, right (showing the
35
witness the policy if necessary)? A. Yes.

Impeaching the Witness
 Most common method: prior inconsistent
statements from depositions.
– Rule 32(a)(1) of Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

 Deposition testimony can also be used as
substantive evidence against
g
the witness
– Rule 801(d)(1)(A) of Federal Rules of Evidence

 Or as an admission
– Rule 801(d)(2)
36

Impeaching the Witness
 Impeachment based on inconsistent statements –
several necessary steps
1. Lead the witness down path to commitment to a
particular statement or position;
2. Confront the witness with impeaching evidence shortly
after
f witness
i
commits
i

 If witness admits, nothing further necessary
 If witness denies, attorney must prove the
inconsistency through the deposition testimony or
other intrinsic evidence
37

Impeaching the Witness
 When using a deposition for the first time, explain
to the jury (with the court’s permission) or have the
court explain:
– what a deposition is;
– that it was taken under oath;
– that the witness was there by subpoena, if appropriate;
– that the witness had an opportunity to read the deposition
and make any necessary corrections; and
– what the testimony actually was.
38

Impeaching the Witness
 Have the witness read the prior statement out loud to the jury
 Type of confrontation: use care
– If witness dishonest, may be most effective to dramatically
confront
f t
– If witness is kind, older man in age discrimination case, make
every effort not to humiliate witness before the jury
 Rather, lead witness through appropriate testimony from
deposition or other impeachment source
 Use impeachment sparingly and on important points
– Involved effort on a minor point or failed impeachment based on ambiguous
d
deposition
iti testimony
t ti
may have
h
the
th opposite
it off intended
i t d d effect
ff t
39
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Conclusion
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Conclusion
 Must prepare the case diligently from the first work that is
performed.
f
d
 Must know all elements of any claim or defense and seek
discovery to secure evidence about those issues
issues.
 Use only those exhibits and witnesses that will provide the
necessary facts to support the employer
employer’ss theme of the case
in a persuasive and effective manner.
 Effective p
presentation of evidence is difficult and time‐
consuming, but if appropriate attention is paid to this phase
of the trial, victory usually results.
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TIPS AND STRATEGIES
FOR THE EXAMINATION OF
THE ADVERSE FACT
WITNESS
Presented by Susan K. Eggum
Shareholder, Lane Powell PC
Portland | 503.778.2175 | eggums@lanepowell.com
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FIRST THINGS FIRST -- DO YOUR LEGAL
RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS
Make certain you understand the elements of
your claims or defenses, and understand your
burden of persuasion at the time of trial.
trial
Without this understanding, you may fail to
identify
y adverse or p
potentially
y adverse
witnesses, or your development of that
witness’ story at the deposition may be
i
incomplete.
l t
43

CONSIDER NOT OPTING OUT OF
INITIAL DISCLOSURES
If you are not the party primarily in possession of
facts needed to prove or defend a claim,
claim and those
facts are in the possession of the opposing party,
consider not opting out of initial disclosures. FRCP
26( ) provides
26(a)
id that
th t iinitial
iti l di
disclosures
l
shall
h ll include
i l d the
th
name and, if known, the address and telephone
number of each individual likely to have discoverable
information — along with the subjects of that
information — that the disclosing party may use to
support its claims or defenses,
defenses unless the use would
be solely for impeachment.
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PROPOUND EARLY INTERROGATORIES
SEEKING IDENTIFICATION OF WITNESSES THAT
MAY HAVE RELEVANT KNOWLEDGE AND
WITNESSES THAT MAY BE CALLED AT TRIAL

Always use early your right to propound
interrogatories to identify witnesses with
knowledge that may appear at trial. Be
specific in identifying the areas of knowledge
about which you seek potential witness
identification.
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CONDUCT YOUR OWN PRIVATE INVESTIGATION OF
POTENTIAL ADVERSE WITNESSES TO EXAMINE

Never rely wholly on any interrogatory
response provided to you by your opposing
party as to existence of witnesses with
relevant knowledge. Utilize your client, your
internal team and outside investigators to
identify other sources of relevant facts, both
testimonial and documentary.
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SEND RECORDS PRESERVATION DEMAND TO
FACT WITNESS

Once you identify adverse or potentially
adverse
d
witnesses
it
th
thatt need
d to
t be
b deposed,
d
d
send a preservation of records demand to that
witness or their counsel
counsel, if represented
represented, by
registered mail, return receipt requested, and
by
y e-mail with read-receipt
p requested.
q
Be
clear and specific in describing the scope and
nature of records to be preserved.
47

COLLECT THAT FACT WITNESS’ RECORDS IN
ADVANCE OF THE EXAMINATION
If the witness you should depose is in possession of,
or likely in possession of non-nominal relevant
records, then collect those records via use of a
records subpoena. Be clear, thorough and specific
about the records to be produced. This also gives you
the opportunity, if necessary as a last resort, to move
the court for a full response to the records subpoena
before taking that party’s deposition.
continued. . .
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Be certain to attach a controlling bates number
to each record p
produced to assure consecutive
numbering of the images, and then after
entering any appropriate cost reimbursement
agreements
t with
ith opposing
i counsel,
l produce
d
a
duplicate copy of the bates numbered records
to opposing counsel.
counsel
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SHARING E-DISCOVERY COSTS OF THIRD PARTY
PRODUCTION OF INFORMATION
Your records subpoena may be met with a request that
you p
y
pay
y the cost that third p
party
y will incur in
conducting a search of its server(s) for responsive
electronic records. Assuming that cost is reasonable
and necessary,
necessary you will be responsible to pay it
it, or
reimburse it. Gain first agreement that you may – likely
with the participation of opposing counsel – direct the
electronic
l
i search
h parameters and
d protocols,
l and
d that
h
the opposing party will either pay the vendor one half
g incurred or,, less favorable,, reimburse
of the charges
you one-half of the charges you paid.
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IF YOU AND OPPOSING COUNSEL AGREE TO
A TELEPHONIC DEPOSITION
If you and opposing counsel stipulate, or the court
otherwise orders a telephonic deposition of a witness,
then consider using video-link technology so that you
and the witness have visual contact.
contact Also
Also, coordinate
well in advance of the deposition the transmittal to
your court reporter of the exhibits you will or may
mark at the time of the examination.
continued . .
continued.
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Also, ask
Al
k opposing
i counsell tto join
j i you iin your
conference room so that, at the time of each
question when you ask the reporter to hand the
question,
witness an exhibit, you may hand your opposing
counsel a copy
py of that exhibit. Be certain your
y
reporter, witness, and opposing counsel are
reviewing the identical copy of the bates labeled
production
d ti off the
th witness’
it
’ records.
d
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CONDUCTING THE THIRD PARTY
WITNESS DEPOSITION
IIn addition
dditi to
t the
th practices
ti
and
d
procedures that apply to the early set of
questions for all deponents,
deponents at the outset
of your examination of the adverse or
potentially adverse witness,
witness ask
whether:
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• they have had any contact of any kind with
the opposing party, with opposing counsel,
with any representative of opposing
counsel’s firm,
firm or with any investigator.
investigator
• establish
t bli h the
th witness’
it
’ relationship
l ti
hi tto your
opposing party, or opposing counsel, and
explore any reasons why the witness may
have a bias in favor of the opposing party.
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• have a form of release ready to be signed by
your witnesses authorizing
y
g the opposing
pp
g
party’s counsel to provide you a copy of any
witness statement, affidavit or declaration the
p
has ever reviewed or signed.
g
Ask
deponent
the witness if any such statements have been
presented for review or signature and, if so,
present the release for execution. The
then p
witness has no obligation to sign the release,
but a refusal to sign may be explored in
questioning
q
g and may
y be evidence of bias.
• if previously served, present the witness the
form of records subpoena and explore all steps
taken to produce all responsive records.
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•

if the witness appears with his or her own counsel,
ask the witness if he or she has agreed
g
to p
pay
y his or
her counsel’s legal fees. Such an agreement is not
protected by the attorney-client privilege and most
courts agree. If the witness affirms this question,
th ask
then
k th
the witness
it
whether
h th any agreement,
t
tentative or otherwise, has been discussed or
entered where the opposing party may or will
reimburse the witness
witness’ attorney fees.
fees Such
agreements are not illegal; their existence is not
privileged so long as the witness is a non-party; and
their existence is relevant to what bias the witness
may have. Most courts agree.
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• ask the witness what records he or she has
looked at before the deposition and determine
whether those documents were within the
scope
p of y
your records subpoena
p
and,, if not,,
whether those records should be subject to a
second subpoena.
• ask the witness for their opinion of what other
persons may have knowledge relevant to a
specific fact area.
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•

exhaust the witness’ recollection as to all facts and issues
important to proof of your claim or defense, or burden of
persuasion
i att trial.
t i l Always
Al
ask
k the
th final
fi l question
ti att what
h t appears
to be the end of a line of inquiry: “do you recall anything else?”

•

ask the witness whether there are any other records, other than
those produced via the subpoena, that could refresh the witness’
recollection of any facts.

•

once you have clearly and specifically gained the witness’ facts,
ask the witness questions that go directly to your merits without
seeking legal conclusions or speculation.
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•

if you intend to have the deposition transcribed, consider whether
you wish to ask the witness to read and sign the transcription. If
your deposition was thorough and specific
specific, the responses are
largely favorable to your client, and there are no other
circumstances -- such as the physical or mental health of the
witness – that could reduce the weight to be given the responses,
then consider not requesting a read and sign.

•

if after your questioning is completed and the testimony was
largely favorable to your client, and opposing counsel then solicits
contradictory testimony, attempt to gain clarification and
rehabilitation if possible.
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